
Tensor and Spinor Equivalene on GeneralizedMetri Tangent BundlesP.C. Stavrinos and P. Manouselis
AbstratThe relation between spinor of SL(2; C) group and tensors in the frameworkof lagrange spaes is studied. A geometrial extension to generalized metritangent bundles is developed by means of spinor. Also, the spinorial equationof ausality for the unique solution of the null-one in the Finsler or Lagrangespae is given expliitely.Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation: 53C60, 53B50, 81R25Key words: Finsler spae-time, Lagrange spae, spinor, generalized tangent metribundle, spinor-onnetion, null-one.1 IntrodutionThe theory of spinors on pseudo{Riemannian spaes has been reognized by manyauthors, e.g. [1℄, [2℄, [3℄ for the important role it has played from the mathematialand physial point of view.The spinors that we are dealing with here, are assoiated with the group SL(2;C).In partiular SL(2;C) ats on C2. Eah element of C2 represents a two{omponentspinor. This group is the overing group of the Lorentz group in whih the tensors aredesribed [2℄. The orrespondene between spinors and tensors is ahieved by meansof mixed quantities initially introdued by Infeld and Van der Waerden.The orrespondene of tensors and spinors establishes a homomoerhism betweenthe Lorentz group and the overing group SL(2;C).In the following, we give some important relations between spinors and tensors ona general manifold of metri g�� .Let � : S 
 S ! V 4 be a homomorphism between spinor spaes S; S and four{vetors belonging to the V 4 spae, then the omponents of �, whih are alled thePauli{spinor matries, are given by�0AB0 = 1p2 � 1 00 1 � ; �1AB0 = 1p2 � 0 11 0 �Balkan Journal of Geometry and Its Appliations, Vol.2, No.2, 1997, pp. 119-130Balkan Soiety of Geometers, Geometry Balkan Press



120 P.C.Stavrinos and P.Manouselis(1) �2AB0 = 1p2 � 0 i�i 0 � ; �3AB0 = 1p2 � 1 00 �1 � :The hermitian spinorial equivalent notation of ��AB0 is given by ��AB0 = ��BA0 =��B0A. Greek letters �; �; : : : represent the usual spae{time indies taking the values0; 1; 2; 3 and the Roman apital indies A;B;A0 ; B0 are the spinor indies taking thevalues 0; 1. The tensor indies are raised and lowered by means of the metri tensor,whereas the raising and lowering of spinor indies is given by the spinor metri tensors"AC; "B0C0 whih are of skew{symmetri form. Thus, for two spinors �A; nA0 we havethe relations,(2) �A = "AB�B ; nA0 = "A0B0nB0�A = �B"BA; nA0 = nB0 "B0A0 ;moreover we have, �AnA = �AnB"BA = ��A"ABnB = ��BnB :For a real vetor V� its spinor equivalent is(3a) VAB0 = V���AB0 ;where ��AB0 are given by the relation (1). Also, the following formulas are satis�ed,(3b) ��AB0��AB0 = g�� ;��AB0�AB0� = Æ�� :The spinor equivalent of a tensor T�� is given by(4) T�� = �AB0� �CD0� TAB0CD0and the tensor orresponding to the spinor TAB0CD0 is,(5) TAB0CD0 = ��AB0��CD0T�� :The relationship between the matries �� and the geometri tensor g�� , as wellas its spinor equivalent are(6) g����AB0��CD0 = "AC"B0D0gAB0CD0 = ��AB0��CD0 g�� = "AC"B0D0gAB0CD0 = �AB0� �CD0� g�� = "AC"B0D0 :The omplex onjugation of the spinor SAB0 is(7) SAB0 = SA0B :Furthermore, for a real vetor V� the spinor hermitian equivalene yields V B0A =VAB0 . If a vetor yk is a null{vetor,



Tensor and Spinor Equivalene 121(8) ykyk = gk�yky� = 0;then its spinor equivalent will take the form(9) yk = �kAB0 �A�B0 ;where, �A; �B0 represents the two{omponent spinors of SL(2;C) group.In the Riemannian spae, the ovariant derivative of x{ dependent spinors willtake the form
(10) D��A = ��A�x� + LAB��B ;D��A0 = ��A0�x� + LA0B0��B0 ;D��A = ��A�x� � LBA��B ;D��A0 = ��A0�x� � LB0A0��B0 ;where �A; �A; �A0 ; �A0 represents two{omponent spinors and LAB�; LA0B0� the spinoraÆne onnetions. In the ase that we have spinors with two indies, the ovariantderivative will be in the form(11) D��AB0 = ��AB0�x� + LAC��CB0 + LB0C0��AC0 :Applying this formula to the spinor metri tensors "AC ; "B0C0 we get(12) D�"AB = �"AB�x� � LCA�"CB � LCB�"AC :If D�"AB = 0;we shall say that the spinor onnetion oeÆients LAB� are metrial together withthe relations(13) D���AB0 = 0; D�"AB = 0; D�"A0B0 = 0; D�"A0B0 = 0:From the relation (12) we immediately obtainLBA� = LAB�;where we used the relation LAB� = LCB�"CA:Also from the relation 13 a) we have(14) D���AB0 = ����AB0 + L�����AB0 � LCA���CB0 � LD0B0���AD0 = 0:



122 P.C.Stavrinos and P.Manouselis2 Generalization of the Equivalent of TwoComponent{Spinors with TensorsThe above mentioned well{known proedure for SL(2;C) group between spinors andtensors in a pseudo{Riemannian spae{time an be applied to more generalized metrispaes or bundles. For example G. Asanov [6℄ applied this method for Finsler spaes(FS), where the two{omponent spinors n(x; y) depend on the position and diretionvariables or n(xi; z�), with z� a salar for a gauge approah. Conerning this approahsome results were given relatively to the gauge ovariant derivative of spinors andthe Finslerian tetrad. In our present study we give the relation between spinors ofSL(2;C) group and tensors in the framework of Lagrange spaes (LS).The expansion for the ovariant derivatives, onnetions non{linear onnetions,torsions and urvatures are the main purpose of our approah.In the following, we shall study the ase that the vetors of LS are null{vetorsand onsequently ful�ll the relation (9). In Finsler type spae{time the metri tensorgij(x; y) depends on the position and diretional variables, where the vetor y maybe identi�ed with the frame veloity ([6℄ h. t). So, a vetor vi will be alled null ifgij(x; v)vivj = 0:In this ase there is no unique solution for the light{one [7℄, [8℄. The problem ofausality is solved onsidering the veloity as a parameter and the motion of a partilein Finsler spae is desribed by a pair (x; y). The metri form in suh a ase will begiven by(15a) ds2 = gij(x; v)dxidxj :When a partile is moving in the tangent bundle of a Finsler (Lagrange) spae{timeits line{element will be given by(16) d�2 = Gabdxadxb = g(0)ij (x; y)dxidxj + g(1)�� (x; y)Æy�Æy�; �y� = dx�dt � ;where the indies i; j and �; � taking the values 1; 2; 3; 4 andÆy� = dy� +N�j dxj :Thus we haveTheorem 2.1. The null{geodesi ondition (15) is satis�ed for a partile whih ismoving in the tangent bundle of Finsler spae{time of metri d�2 (rel. 16) with theassumption, the veloity v is taken as a parameter of the absolute parallelism(17) Æy� = 0:The previous treatment of null-vetors in Finsler spaes an also be onsidered forLagrange spaes involving Lagrangians whih are not homogeneous [9℄, [8℄. The intro-dution of spinors �; � of the overing group SL(2;C) in the metri tensor g(x; �; �)under the orrespondene between spinors and tensors in LS,(x; y)! (x; VAB0 )! (x; �A; �A0 )



Tensor and Spinor Equivalene 123preserves the anisotropy of spae with torsions. In this ase all objets depend on theposition and spinors, e.g. the Pauli matries e�iAA0 (x; �; �). Suh an approah an bedeveloped for a seond{order spinor bundle applying the method analogous to [4℄. Invirtue of relation (8), a null vetor in spinor form an be haraterized by(18) gAA0BB0 �A�A0 �B�B0 = e�iAA0 e�jBB0 gij�A�A0 �B�B0 = 0:Proposition 2.2. In a tangent bundle of metri (Finsler, Lagrange)G = gij(x; y)dxidxj + hab(x; y)ÆyaÆyb;if the vetor y is a null, then the orresponding spinor metri of the bundle will begiven in the form(19) G = gAA0BB0 d�Ad�A0 d�Bd�B0 + hAA0BB0 Æ(�B�B0 )Æ(�A�A0 )or equivalently G = gAA0BB0 d�Ad�A0 d�Bd�B0 + hAA0BB0 ÆyAA0 ÆyBB0 ;where yAA0 = �A�A0 , when y is null vetor (f. [2℄).Proof. The relation (19) is obvious by virtue of (6) and (9).Remark. A generalized spinor an be onsidered as the square root of a Finsler(Lagrange) null vetor.3 Adapted Frames and Linear ConnetionsIn the general ase of a LS, the spinor equivalent to the metri tensorgij = �2L�yi�yj ; L = 12F 2is given by(20) gij = e�AA0i e�BB0j gAA0BB0 :The orresponding Lagrangian will be L : M � C2 � C2 ! R, with the propertyL(x; �; �) = L(x; y), where L represents the Lagrangian in a Lagrange spae. We anadopt the spinor equivalent form of the adapted frames and their duals in a LS,� ÆÆx� ; ��yi�!  ÆÆx� ; ���A ; ���A0 ! ; (dx�; Æyi)! (dx�; Æ�A; Æ�A0 )as well as the spinor ounterpart of the non{linear onnetion N i� of a LS,N i� ! (NA� ; NA0� ):



124 P.C.Stavrinos and P.ManouselisThe geometrial objets Æ�A; Æ�A0 are given by(21) Æ�A = d�A +NA� dx�; Æ�A0 = d�A0 +NA0� dx�:In virtue of (3), the bases ��; �AA0 are related as follows(22) �� = e�AA0� �AA0 ;where �� = ��x� and �AA0 = ���A ���A0 .Theorem 3.1. In a Lagrange spae the spinor equivalent of the adapted basis(Æ=Æx�; �=�y�) and its dual (dx�; Æy�) are given by(23)a) ÆÆx� = e�AA0� �A�A0 �NA� �A �NA0� �A0b) �P e�AA0P = �AA0 ; P = fi; �g) dx� = e��AA0 d�Ad�A0d) Æy� = (�A0 d�A + �Ad�A0 )e��AA0 + (�A0NA + �ANA0 )e��AA0 e�AA0 d�Bd�B0 :Proof. The relations (23) are derived from (21) and (22).Proposition 3.2. If y�; N�j represent a null vetor and a non{linear onnetion ina Lagrange spae, then its orresponding spinor representations are given by(24) dy� = e��AA0 (�A0 d�A + �Ad�A0 ) N�j = e��AA0 (�A0NAj + �ANA0j ):Proof. The relation (24) is obvious beause of (23 d).Proposition 3.3. The null{geodesi equation of spinor equivalene in a LS or FSis given by(25) �A0 d�A(e��AA0NA� d�A0 + 1) + �Ad�A0 (e��AA0NA0� d�A + 1) = 0:Proof. In virtue of relations (18) and (23,d) we obtain the relation (25).AÆne onnetions and aÆne spinor onnetions are de�ned in the frames of LSby the following formulasDÆ=Æx� � ÆÆx� � = Lk�� ÆÆxk ; DÆ=Æx� � ���A� = LBA� ���B ;(26) DÆ=Æx�  ���A0 ! = LB0A0� ���B0 ; D�=��A � ÆÆx�� = C��A ÆÆx� ;D�=��A  ���B0 ! = CC0B0A ���C0 ; D�=��A0 � ���B� = CCBA0 ���C ;



Tensor and Spinor Equivalene 125D�=��A0  ���B0 ! = CC0B0A0 ���C ; D�=��A � ���B� = CCBA ���C ;D�=��A0 � ÆÆx�� = C��A0 ÆÆx� :We an give the ovariant derivatives of the higher order generalized spinors �AB0BA0 (x; �; �),(27)r��AB0BA0 = Æ�AB0 :::BA0 :::Æx� + LAC��CB0 :::BA0 ::: + LB0C0��AC0 :::BA0 ::: � LCB��AB0 :::CA0 ::: � LC0�A0 �AB0 :::BC0 :::rE�AB0 :::BA0 ::: = ��AB0 :::BA0 :::��E + CACE�CB0 :::BA0 ::: + CB0C0E�AC0 :::BA0 ::: � CCBE�AB0CA0 � CC0EA0 �AB0BC0rZ0�AB0:::BA0::: = ��AB0:::BA0:::��Z0 + CACZ0�CB0:::BA0::: + CB0C0Z0�AC0:::BA0::: � CC0Z0A0�AB0:::BC0::: :Proposition 3.4. If the onnetions de�ned by the relations (26) are of the Cartan{type, then the spinor equivalent relations are given by
(28) �A0 Æ�AÆxk + LACk�C�A0 + �A Æ�A0Æxk + LA0C0k�C0 �A = 0;(e�AA0� )�1(�A0rE�A + �ArE�A0 ) = 1;(e�AA0 )�1(�A0rZ�A + �ArZ0 �A0 ) = 1:Proof. Applying the relations (27) to a null vetor y with the Cartan{type propertiesy�jk = 0 and y�j� = Æ�� [5℄ [6℄, and taking into aount the (3a), (9) we obtainthe relations (30). (As we have mentioned previously the y{ovariant derivative hasorresponded to the spinor ovariant derivatives).4 Torsions and CurvaturesThe spinor torsions orresponding to the torsions of LS are given by an analogousmethod to that one we derived in [4℄ for a deformed bundle. The torsion tensor �eldT of a D{onnetion is given by T (X;Y ) = DXY �DYX � [X;Y ℄.Relatively to an adapted frame we have the relations



126 P.C.Stavrinos and P.Manouselis
(29)

a) T � ÆÆxk ; ÆÆx�� = T��k ÆÆx� + TA�k ���A + TA0�k ���A0b) T � ���A ; ÆÆx�� = T ��A ÆÆx� + TB�A ���B + TB0�A ���B0) T  ���A0 ; ÆÆx�! = T ��A0 ÆÆx� + TB�A0 ���B + TB0�A0 ���B0d) T � ���A ; ���B� = T�BA ÆÆx� + TCBA ���C + TC0BA ���C0e) T  ���A ; ���B0 ! = T�B0A ÆÆx� + TCB0A ���C + TC0B0A ���C0f) T  ���A0 ; ���B! = T�BA0 ÆÆx� + TCBA0 ���C + TC0BA0 ���C0g) T  ���A0 ; ���B0 ! = T�B0A0 ÆÆx� + TCB0A0 ���C + TC0B0A0 ���C0 :The torsion (29 a)) an be written in the form(30)DÆ=Æx� ÆÆx� �DÆ=Æx� ÆÆx� � � ÆÆx� ; ÆÆx� � = L��� ÆÆx� �L��� ÆÆx� �RA�� ���A � V A0�� ���A0 ;where the brakets have the form(31) [Æ=Æx�; Æ=Æx� ℄ = RA�� ���A + V A0�� ���A0 ;and Æ=Æx�; RA�� ; V A0�� are given byÆÆxk = ��xk �NAk ���A �NA0k ���A0 ; RA�� = ÆNA�Æx� � ÆNA�Æx�V A0�� = ÆNA0Æx� � ÆNA0Æx� :The termsRA�� ; V A0�� represents the spinor{urvatures of non{linear onnetionsNA� ; NA0� .In virtue of the relations (29.a), (30), (31) we obtain(32) T ��� = L��� � L��� ; TA�� = �RA�� ; TA0�� = �V A0�� :Similarly from the relations (31b{31g), omparing with the torsion in the followingform,



Tensor and Spinor Equivalene 127(33) T � ÆÆY P ; ÆÆY Q� = DÆ=ÆY P ÆÆY Q �DÆ=ÆY Q ÆÆY P � � ÆÆY P � ÆÆY Q �we an obtain the relations
(34) T �A� = C�A�; TAB� = �NA���B � LAB�TA0A� = �eY A0A� ; T �AB = T �AA0TÀB = CÀB � CB̀A; TA0AB = �RA0AB ; T ��A0 = �C�A0�TA�A0 = ��NA���A0 ; TA0�B0 = CA0B0� � PA0�BTBAA0 = �CBAA0 ; TA0AB0 = CA0AB0 � �CA0A��B0 ;where we have putÆÆY P = � ���A ; ���A0� ; ÆÆY Q = � ÆÆx� ; ����� ; � = B;B0 and CA0A = CA0BA�B :So, we obtain the following:Proposition 4.1. In the adapted basis of a generalized metri tangent bundle thespinor equivalent of oeÆients of the torsion T of a D{onnetion, are given by therelations (32){(34).Proposition 4.2. D{onnetion has no torsion if and only if all terms of the relation(34) are equal to zero.The urvature tensor �eld R of a D{onnetion has the form R(X;Y )Z =[DX ; DY ℄Z � D[X;Y ℄Z 8X;Y; Z 2 X (T M). The oeÆients of the urvature ten-sor and the orresponding spinor{urvature tensors in spinor bundle are given by



128 P.C.Stavrinos and P.Manouselis(35)Rk��� = ÆLk��Æx� � ÆLk��Æx� + L���Lk�� � L���Lk�� �RA��CkA� � V A0�� CkA0�RBA�� = ÆLB�AÆx� � ÆLB�AÆx� + L�A�LB�� � L�A�LB�� �R���LBA� � V A0�� CBA0ARB0A0�� = ÆLB0�A0Æx� � ÆLB0�A0Æx� + LB0�A0L� � LB0A0�L� �RA��CB0A0A � V D0�� CB0D0A0P k��A = ÆLk��Æ�A � ÆCkA��x� + L���CkA� � C�A�Lk�� + �NE���A CkE� + eY A0�AkA0�PÀB� = �LÀ���B � ÆCÀBÆx� + LkA�Ck̀B � CkABLk̀� + �Nn���A CB̀n + eY A0�ACÀ0BPB0A0A� = �LB0A0���A � ÆCB0A0AÆx� + LBA0�CB0BA � CBA0ALB0B� + ÆNE���A CB0A0E + eY E0�ACB0E0A0Sk�AB = �Ck�A��B � �Ck�B��A + C��ACk�B � C��BCk�A �RA0ABCkA0�Sm̀AB = �Cm̀A��B � �Cm̀B��A + CǹACmnB � CǹBCmnA �RA0ABCmA0 `SB0A0AB = �CB0A0A��B � �CB0A0B��A + CD0A0ACB0D0B � CD0A0BCB0D0B �RD0ABCB0D0A0Ik�A0� = ÆCkA0�Æx� � �Lk����A0 + C�A0�Lk�� � L���CkA0� � �NA���A0 CkA� � LAA0�CkA�IBAA0� = ÆCBA0AÆx� � �LBA���A0 + C�A0ALB�� � L�A�CBA0� � �N����A0 CBA� � LD0A0�CBD0AIB0A0C0� = ÆCB0A0C0Æx� � �LB0A0���C0 + CB0A0D0LD0C0� � LB0E0�CE0A0B0 � �N����A0 LB0C0� � LD0A0�CB0D0C0Jk�A0B = �CkA0���B � �CkB���A0 + C�A0�CkB� � C�B�CkA0� � �LD0B��A0 CkD0�J�AA0B = �C�A0B��A � �C�AB��A0 + CkA0AC�kB � CkABC�A0k � �LD0A��A0 C�D0BJB0A0C0A = �CB0A0C0��A � �CB0A0A��A0 + CB0A0DCDC0A � CB0A0ECEC0A � �LD0A��A0 CB0C0D0K��A0B0 = KBAA0B0 = KB0A0C0D0 = 0:So we haveTheorem 4.1. The oeÆients of the urvatures of a D-onnetion are given by therelation (35).



Tensor and Spinor Equivalene 129Theorem 4.2. In a tangent bundle a D{onnetion has no urvature if and only ifall the oeÆients (rel. 35) of the urvatures are equal to zero.5 DisussionThe advantage of the framework that uses a spinor geometrial representation for thegeneralized spaes is that it enables the desription of partiles with spins 1=2; 3=2; : : :,in addition to those with spins 0; 1; 2; : : :, et., while the usual tensors an desribeonly the latter kind of partiles. From the mathematial and physial point of viewspinors are onsidered to be more fundamental than tensors. These are assoiated tothe group SL(2;C) whih is the overing group of the Lorentz group with whih thetensors are assoiated.Moreover, with the spinorial equivalene of the null vetors we an desribe par-tiles suh as photons, neutrinos et, in a generalized metri spae{time.Also, the spinorial equation of ausality for the unique solution of the null{onein the Lagrange or Finsler spae was given expliitly by the proposition (3.3).Additionally, the gravitational �eld an be desribed by virtue of the orrespondingspinorial form of the metri tensor equivalent to the spinor bundle. This will be theobjet of our future study.Aknowledgements. A version of this paper was presented at the First Confer-ene of Balkan Soiety of Geometers, Politehnia University of Buharest, September23-27, 1996.Referenes[1℄ R. Penrose and W. Rindler, Spinors and Spae{Time, vol. 1, Cambridge, Cam-bridge University Press, 1984.[2℄ M. Carmelli, Classial Fields: General Relativity and Gauge Theory, J. Wileyand Sons (1982).[3℄ R. Wald, General Relativity, The University of Chiago Press (1984).[4℄ P. Stavrinos and S. Ikeda, A Geometrial Struture in the �{parameter family ofGeneralized Metri Spae, Tensor N.S. vol. 56 (1995) No. 2., 158{165.[5℄ R. Miron, P. Watanabe, S. Ikeda, Some Connetions on Tangent Bundle andtheir Appliations to the General Relativity, Tensor N.S. vol. 46 (1987), 8{22.[6℄ G. Asanov, Finsler Relativity and Gauge Theories, (1985), D. Reidel PublishingCompany, Dordreht, Holland.[7℄ H. Ishikawa, Note on Finslerian Relativity, J. Math. Phys. 22 (1981), 995{1004.[8℄ R. Beil, Comparison of Uni�ed Field Theories, Tensor N.S. vol. 56 (1995), 175{182.[9℄ R. Miron, M. Anastasiei, The Geometry of Lagrange Spaes: Theory and Appli-ations, Kluwer Aademi Publishers, Dordreht, The Netherlands, 1994.
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